February 26, 2013

The 4th Annual Lean Construction Institute-Construction Users Roundtable Joint Conference will be June 12, 2013 in Colorado Springs, Colorado

Call for Presentations (Due April 1, 2013)

Program Theme: Production Systems to Collective Enterprise

The planning committee requests proposals for presentations from those who are using Lean delivery principles to plan, design, construct and operate facilities centered on the following specific topics:

- “We are already doing lean.” What does that mean when said? How does it change when you actually implement lean design and construction processes? How have you implemented those processes on specific projects?
- “How can we be sure we’re not being taken advantage of?” What are the built in accountability provisions of lean design and construction processes that answer this question for the Owner? How have they been applied on your project(s)?
- Procurement hurdles: what do you think prevents you from using integrated forms of delivery? How have you managed to implement lean design and construction processes in the face of such hurdles?
- Panel discussion on how to move lean principles and practices from the production floor to the construction and facilities department. Do you have specific stories about making that shift within your organization? Benefits? Burdens? Roadblocks? High Occupancy Vehicle lanes?

We are interested in presentations by people who have actually implemented lean approaches or innovations to improve performance. Presentations should be 20 minutes in duration. We will combine three presentations and have a joint 15 minute Q&A at the conclusion of the third.

All abstracts should be submitted to: 
danh@leanconstruction.org with copy to gsizemore@curt.org and albert_schwarzkopf@merck.com.

Sincerely,

Dan C. Heinemeier, CAE
Executive Director

Lean Construction Institute
2300 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 400
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